Phosphorylation promotes Al(iii) binding to proteins: GEGEGSGG as a case study.
Aluminum, the third most abundant element in the Earth's crust and one of the key industrial components of our everyday life, has been associated with several neurodegenerative diseases due to its ability to promote neurofilament tangles and β-amyloid peptide aggregation. However, the experimental characterization of aluminum speciation in vivo is a difficult task. In the present study, we develop a theoretical protocol that combines molecular dynamics simulations, clustering of structures, and density functional theory for the characterization of the binding of aluminum to the synthetic neurofilament analogue octapeptide GEGEGSGG and its phosphorylated variant. Our protocol is tested with respect to previous NMR experimental data, which allows for a full interpretation of the experimental information available and its relationship with key thermodynamic quantities. Our results demonstrate the importance of phosphorylation in the ability of a peptide to bind to aluminum. Thus, phosphorylation: (i) changes the binding pattern of aluminum to GEGEGSGG, shifting the preferential binding site from the C-terminal to S6(P); (ii) increases the binding affinity by a factor of around 15 kcal mol(-1) in free energy; and (iii) may cause significant changes in the secondary structure and stiffness of the polypeptide chain, specially in the case of bidentate binding modes. Our results shed light on the possibility of aluminum to induce aggregation of β-amyloid proteins and neurofilament tangles.